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POWER SERIES SPssACE REPRESENTATIONS
OF NUCLEAR FRECHET SPACES
DIETMAR VOGT
ABSTRACT. Let E be a nuclear graded Frechet space such that the norms satisfy
inequalities II Iii ~ Ckllllk-lllllk+1 for all k, let F be a graded Frechet space
such that the dual (extended real valued) norms satisfy inequalities II IIZ2 ~
Dkll IIZ-dl IIZ+l for all k, and let A be a tame (resp. linearly tame) linear
map from F to E. Then there exists a tame (resp. linearly tame) factorization
of A through a power series space A~ (a) . In the case of a tame quotient map,
E is tamely equivalent to a power series space of infinite type. This applies in
particular to the range of a tame (resp. linearly tame) projection in a power
series· space A~ (a). In this case one does not need nuclearity. It also applies
to the tame spaces in the sense of the various implicit function theorems. If
they are nuclear, they are tamely equivalent to power series spaces Aoo (a) .

The question whether certain Frechet spaces have isomorphic representations as Kothe sequence spaces has become more and more important. On one
hand, by examples of Mityagin-Zobin [28], Djakov-Mityagin [2] and others, it
has become clear that in general, even for the nuclear case, a representation
is not possible. On the other hand, the theory of operators in Frechet spaces
has developed tools which are more or less connected to such representations.
An important open problem is, for instance, whether complemented subspaces
of nuclear Kothe spaces always have a basis, i.e., whether they are again isomorphic to Kothe spaces (see Pelczynski [15]). This is not even clear for the
complemented subspaces of the space (s) or, more generally, of a power series
space AoJo:) of infinite type (except for special cases; see [4, 5, 10, 23, 27]).
Moreover, in this case it is of interest to determine the continuity estimates of
isomorphisms, in particular, to determine whether there are tame or linearly
tame isomorphisms (see [6]).
In the case of finite type power series spaces any complemented subspace is
again a finite type power series space (see Mityagin [12] and Mityagin-Henkin
[13]). The consequence of this for questions on the linearization of the basic
constructions of complex analysis are presented in Mityagin-Henkin [13]. Extensions and generalizations of the method of Mityagin-Henkin have also been
given in Dubinsky [3] and Krone [8, 9].
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In the present note we treat the infinite type case in view of the fact that
complemented subspaces of spaces Aoo (0:) can be characterized by topological
invariants (DN) and (0). We start with a somewhat more general problem
and show by use of interpolation methods, that under certain conditions a continuous linear map A from a Frechet space F to a Frechet space E factors
through a power series space, and the characteristic of continuity can be estimated. These conditions are satisfied, for instance, if A is a tame (resp. linearly
tame) linear map from an (a)-space F in standard form, which means that the
dual norms for the given fundamental system of seminorms satisfy inequalities
II 1I~2 :5 Dkll II~_III II~+I for all k, to a nuclear (DN)-space in standard form,
i.e., a space with norms satisfying inequalities II Iii :5 Ckll Ilk-III 11k+1 for all
k. In this case the factorization is tame (resp. linearly tame) for the standard
norms in a power series space A~(o:). If in particular A is a tame quotient
map, this means that E is tamely equivalent to a power series space of infinite
type. This applies in particular to the ranges of tame projections in power series
spaces A~(o:) (cf. [4, 5, 23]). Here we do not need nuclearity.
The conditions are also satisfied for the identity in a nuclear space E admitting a family of smoothing operators in the sense of Moser [14]. The result
shows that these spaces are tamely equivalent to power series spaces Aoo (0:) .
In particular the nuclear tame spaces in the sense of Hamilton [6] or Sergeraert
[18] are tamely equivalent to power series spaces (cf. [23]).
To prove the basic factorization result we use (in §1) an extension and generalization of the interpolation method used by Mityagin-Henkin [13] for the
finite type case. We use it in the form presented in [21, §1] (i.e., using only
invariants of (DN)- and (O)-type). The generalization gives, by avoiding nuclearity (cf. Mityagin [11]), an improvement, compared with [21, §1], even in
the finite type case, which allows it to give a characterization of all subspaces
and quotient spaces of a given finite type power series space A~(o:) also in the
nonnuclear case (cf. [3,20,21,25,26]). This will be contained in a forthcoming
paper.
PRELIMINARIES

°

We use common notation concerning Frechet spaces (see [7, 17]) and tameness [6]. If a = (an,k)n,kEN is an infinite matrix with
:5 an,k :5 an,k+1 '
sUPk an, k > for all n, k, then we define

°

;?(a) = {X = (XI' x 2 ' ... ):

Ilxll~ = ~ IXnI2a~,k < +00 for all k}.

Equipped with the semi norms II Ilk' kEN, this is a hilbertizable Frechet
space. Hilbertizable means that there is a fundamental system of seminorms
defined by semi scalar products.
A graded Frechet space is a Frechet space with a fixed fundamental system
IIIII :5 11112 :5 ... of seminorms. For a given matrix a, ;?(a) is considered a
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graded Frechet space with the above seminorms. In particular, for any increasing sequence QI $ Q2 $ ... tending to infinity, we define A~(Q) := A?(a) with
an, k = e kOln • This is always regarded as a graded Frechet space (power series
space of infinite type).
More generally for any r E R U { +oo} we set
A;(Q) =

{x

= (XI'

x

2 ' ••• ):

IIxll! =

~ IXnl2e2POIn < +00 for all p < r}.

Equipped with the norms II lip this is a hilbertizable Frechet-Schwartz space.
For any sequence Pk /' r the norms IIII Pk ' k = 1,2, ... , are a fundamental
system of seminorms. For r < +00 (finite type power series space) we do not
distinguish a special fundamental system of seminorms.
A linear map 'P: F -+ E between graded Frechet spaces is called linear-tame
if there exists a, b E No and Ck , kEN, such that II'Pxllk $ Ckllxllak+b
for all k; it is called tame if a can be chosen to be 1. A bijection is called
tame equivalence (or isomorphy), if it is tame in both directions. Systems of
seminorms on E are called tamely equivalent if identity is a tame equivalence.
A sequence ... !!. E .!4 ... is called tame-exact iff im 'PI = ker 'P2 and the
quotient seminorms on im 'P I are tamely equivalent to the seminorms induced
from E on ker 'P2' A map 'P: F -+ E is called tame imbedding (tame quotient
map) if 0 -+ F L E -+ ... (resp. F L E -+ 0) is tame-exact. All these
notations apply in an analogous manner to "linear-tame".
If E is a linear space, U, V are absolutely convex sets, and FeE is a
linear subspace, then we have
d(U, V; F) = inf{d

> 0: U c dV +F}

which is in [0, +00]. We have
dn(U, V) = inf{d(U, V; F): dimF $ n}.

This is called the nth Kolmogorov-diameter of U with respect to V. If U c V
are Hilbert balls and U in V is precompact, then the dn (U, V) are equal to
the characteristic numbers of the imbedding of the associated Hilbert spaces.
For any continuous seminorm II lion a locally convex space E, lIyll· .sup{ly(x)l: Ilxll $ I} denotes the extended real valued dual norm.
This section contains the basic construction and the main result. The formulation is somewhat technical. It will be adjusted later to the most interesting
special cases.
Let F, H, E be Frechet spaces with fixed increasing fundamental systems
of seminorms 11110 $ IIII1 $ .... We put Uk = {X: Ilxllk $ 1} in F, H, E.
We assume that F is separable and that the seminorms in H are defined by
semiscalar products ( , )k' i.e., IIxll~ = (x, x)k for all x E H. We call Fk
(resp. H k , Fk ) the Banach spaces defined by II Ilk' Hk is a Hilbert space for
all k.
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Let A, : P --+ H, A 2 : H --+ E be continuous linear maps such that IIAjxlik :::;
Ilxllk for j = 1, 2 and all k. We put A = A2 0 A,. We assume that there is
a qo such that the map Pqo --+ Ho induced by A, is compact, or equivalently
that A, Uqo is Uo-precompact. This is satisfied for instance if P or H is a
Schwartz space.
It does not mean an additional restriction on A to assume, as we will do
from now, that A2 is injective. Moreover we make the following assumptions:
(a) For all k and K ~ k there exists f.l
XEE

> 0 and M> 0 such that for all

Ilxll~+' :::; Mllxll~llxIIK'
(w) There exists qo such that for all Q we have v
that for all YEP'

> 0 and D > 0 such

We may assume without loss of generality that the qo in (w) and the qo
mentioned above is the same.
For all k, K ~ k and q ~ qo' Q we put f.lo(K, k) = sup of all f.l such that
with some M the inequality in (a) holds for all x E E, and vo(Q, q) = inf
of all v > 0 such that with some D the inequality in (w) holds for all yEP'
(with q instead of qo)'
Then f.lo (K , k) and Vo ( Q, q) are increasing in the first variable and decreasing in the second variable. We make the following crucial assumption:
(r) For every k there exist q = q (k) such that

.

hmsup
Q-++oo

vo(Q+2, q)+ 1
f.lo

(Q k)
'

+

1

< 1.

Obviously the condition does not change if we replace Q + 2 by Q + 1 .
However we have to use q(k) as defined in (r).
Well-known arguments (cf. [19,24]) show that the inequalities in (a) and
(w) can be written as
(a)
(w)

II

Ilk ::; rll 110 + M'IIIIK/ril for r > 0,
UqcrvUQ+D'Uo/r for r>O,

with modified constants M', D'. Such inequalities hold for K ~ k and
< f.lo(K, k), and for q 2: qo and v > vo(Q, q) .
By applying (a) (resp. (w)) to f.l' with f.l < f.l' < f.lo(K, k) (resp. v'
with v> v' > vo(Q, q)) and cancellingM' with r ll '-Il (resp. replacing r by
r V/ v' and cancelling D' with r V/v'-') for large r we obtain constants R(K, k)

f.l

depending on the choice of f.l and v such that
(a')

(w')

II

Ilk ::; rll 110 + II IIK/rll for r ~ R(K, k),
Uq C rV UQ + Uo/r for r 2: R(Q, q).
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We shall use a generalization of an interpolation argument of Mityagin and
Henkin [13] (cf. Introduction). Basic for this is Lemma 1.3, which provides us
with the "dead-end space" together with the information needed in the interpolation. It needs a preparation, which uses only that Al Uqo is Uo-precompact in

H.

We assume, without loss of generality, that Uo
neighborhoods of zero.

J

UI

J

...

is a basis of

1.1. Lemma. For any sequence (A(k))k~qo of positive numbers and any sequences ('Pk)k~qo' (If/k)k~qo of positive real valued functions on R+ there exist
a strictly increasing sequence (C(k))k~qo with C(K) ~ A(K) and C(K + 1) ~
If/K(C(K)) for all K ~ qo and a total (= linear span dense) null-sequence (xn)n
in F such that with Bo = {xn: n EN}:
(1) Al Uk C AIBo + Uo/'PK(C(K)) ,
(2) Bo c C(K)UK

for all K

~

qo .

Proof. Since F is separable we have a countable total subset {C;n: n E No}. We
may assume C;n E Uqo +n for all n. We determine inductively finite sets Nq C Uq
in F and constants C(q) ~ 1, q ~ %. We start with C(qo) according to the
(then noninductive) definition below.
Assume Nqo ' ... , N K_ I , C(qo) , ... , C(K - 1) are chosen. Put
C(K) = max{llxII K , x E N q , qo::; q ::; K - 1; If/K-I (C(K - 1));
C(K-l)+I;A(K); I}.
Then there exists a finite set NK C UK in F with C;K-qo E NK and
(3) Al UK C AINK + Uo/'PK(C(K)).
We put Bo = Uq~qo N q . Then Bo = {xn: n E N} where (xn)n is a nullsequence. Inclusion (1) follows immediately from (3). For (2) we prove N q C
C(K)UK . For q = qo' ... , K - 1 we have Nq C C(K)UK by definition of
C(K), and for q ~ K we have Nq C Uq C UK and the inclusion follows from
C(K) ~ 1.
The next lemma is true for any hilbertizable Frechet space H.
1.2. Lemma. Let (bn)n be a null-sequence in H, sUPn IlbnllK ::; C(K) for all
K ~ qo' and Z=;'=qo eK ::; 1. Then there exists a compact Hilbert ball B C H
such that {b n : n EN} C B C C(K)UK/e K for all K ~ qo.

Proof. We may assume without restriction of generality that {b n : n E N} is total. We fix K and a sequence (bn)n = 1,2, ... such that ibn: n = 1,2, ... } =
{b n : n EN, IlbnllK > O} and d n = IlbnllK is decreasing. We apply the GramSchmidt orthogonalization method to the sequence b l , b2 , ••• and obtain an
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orthonormal system hi' h2' ... such that
n

bn = L(bn , hk)Khk'
k=1

hence

for all n. We put

L

(x, Y)K:=

and, using

Ixli = (x,

k

1
2" (x ,hk)K(h k , Y)K

dk

X)K' we obtain
-

2

Ibnl K

~ 1

-

= ~ d 21 (b n , hk)KI
k=l

k

2

::; 1

for all n, hence IbnlK ::; 1 for all n. Certainly {x:
HK and II 11 K ::; dlil K ::; C(K)I IK·
We put

00

(X'Y)B=

Then B = {x:
lemma.

IlxilB ::;

L

BK(X'Y)K'

2

IlxilB =

IxlK ::;

I} is compact in

(x, x) B'

I} is compact in H and satisfies the assertion of the

We now choose functions f-l(K, k) < f-lo(K, k) and v(Q, q) > vo(Q, q)
increasing in the first variable and decreasing in the second variable such that
with suitable &(k) > 0 we have
(1') v(Q+2, q(k))+ 1 < (1-&(k))(f-l(Q, k)+ 1) for large Q.
1.3. Lemma. There exists a compact Hilbert ball B cHand an increasing
integer valued function Q(r) such that:
(1) Q(e r )::; Q(r) + 1 for large r.
(2) With hk(r) = rll(Q(r),k)+1 and suitable constants C k we have

IIA~xllk ::; Ck (rllxllo + hk~r) IlxilB )
for all k ~ qo and r > O.
(3) With gq(r) = rv(Q(r)+1 ,q)+1 and suitable Cq we have
AIUq C C q
for all q ~ qo and r

(~Uo+ gq;r) BnimA

> O.

(4) A~IHB is dense in F.
(5) HB n imAI is dense in the Hilbert space H B .

I)
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Proof. We choose a decreasing sequence e(Q) such that for any k the inequality J.l(Q, k) +e(q) < J.lo(Q, k) holds for large Q. We determine R(Q, k) such
that (a') and (w') hold for J.l = J.l(Q, k) + e(Q) and v = v(Q, k).
We chose increasing sequences S(l) > 0 and a(Q) > 0 tending to infinity

such that

lim R(l + 1, q)

(1)

/-++00

S(l)

=

lim v(Q + 1, q)

Q-++oo

a(Q)

=0

for all q.
2n(K)/e(K)
e(K + I )X2j .(K)/2
We apply Lemma 1.1 with IPK(X) = x
, IfIK(X) = e
,
K
I
and A(K) = max{2 + ; S(K)e(K)/2} and obtain Bo c F according to 1.1. By
application of Lemma 1.2 with eK = 2- K to AIBo we obtain a compact Hilbert
ball Be H with AIBo c B (hence assertion (4)) and

c

+ C(K)-2n(K)/e(K) U.0'

(2)

A U

(3)

IlxII K :5 C(K)21IxIIB
B I = B n im A I .

I

k

B

I

for all K ~ qo ' where
For large r there exists one and only one Q = Q(r) with
C(Q)2/e(Q) :5 r < C(Q + 1)2/e(Q+1).

(4)

This implies S(Q) :5 r. Since Q(r) is increasing and lim,-++oo Q(r) = +00,
we have from (1) that R(Q(r) + 1, q) :5 r for large r. Then (w') , (2), and (4)
give us for large r with Q = Q(r) :
Al Uq C

(5)

C

r ll (Q+I ,q) BI + (r ll (Q+I ,q)C(Q +
r ll (Q+I ,q) BI

C r ll (Q+I,q)B I

+ (r

ll

(Q+I ,q)-n(Q+I)

1)-2n(Q+I)/£(Q+I)

+ ~)

+ ~) Uo

Uo

+ ~Uo.
r

From (a'), (3), and (4) we obtain for large r with Q = Q(r):
(6)

IIA2xlik :5

C(Q)2

rllxllo + rJl(Q,k)+e(Q) IlxliB
1

:5 rllxllo + rJl(Q,k) II x Il B·
This proves (2) and (3) of the assertion for large r, hence for all r> 0 with
suitable constants. Assertion (1) follows from
C(Q)2 j.(Q)
2/e(Q+I)
e
:5 C(Q+ 1)

if one applies it to Q = Q(e') - 1 and uses (4).
Finally we replace B by B n im A I HB if necessary and so fulfill (5) in the
assertion, without destroying (1)-(4).
We shall use the following modification of the fundamental lemma of interpolation theory (cf. [1, p. 45]).
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1.4. Lemma. Let G, L be linear spaces, II 110 $ II III $ II 112 seminorms on
G (resp. on L) and A: G --+ L a linear map with IIAxllj $ C)lxllj' j =
0, 2. Let rp and Ij/ be increasing positive real-valued functions on Ro such that
s $ rp(s) $ Ij/(sh(s)), where h is a function with
I h(2n) $ C < +00. We

E:

assume that

IIxlll

$ C (rllxllo

VI C C

+

Ij/~r) II X Il2)

(~Vo + rp~) V 2 )

for all r > 0, x E L,

for all r > 0,

where Vj = {x E G: IIxllj $ 1}, j = 0,1,2, C a constant, C ~ rp(l). Then

with D = 4C 3 (CO + C2 ) we have IIAxll1 $ Dllxlll for all x E G.
Proof. Let x E VI' For every n E No we have xn E CT nrp(2 n)V2
C2- nVo with x = xn - Yn · Since xn - xn+1 = Yn - Yn+1 we obtain
IIAxn - AXn+1111 $ C (rC0 2C2- n +

= C 2 2- n+ l r

(c +
o

,

Yn E

Ij/~r) C2 2C2- nrp(2 n+I ))
C rp(2 n+ I ))
2

Ij/(r)

$ 4C 2 (Co + C2)h(2 n+ l )

with r = 2n + 1h(2 n+ I ). Since C ~ rp(1) ~ 1 we may assume Xo = 0 and obtain
3

sup IIAxnll1 $ 4C (Co + C2) = D.
n

Using

IIyn l12 $

C2- nrp(2 n) + IIxl12 we get

IIAYnll1 $ C (rCoC2- n +

Ij/~r) c2Cr nrp(2 n) + Ij/~r) C2 X1l2)
11

+ C2C + C21IxI12)h(2n)
IIAxll1 $ D + const· h(2 n), which yields the result.

$ C(CoC

with r = 2nh(2n) ,hence

Remark. If (Tnrp(2n))n is unbounded the last estimate is unnecessary, since
we may assume Yn = 0 for some n, i.e., xn = x .
We come back to the functions gq(r) and hk(r) defined in Lemma 1.3.

Using (r') we obtain
gq ()
r = r

v(Q(r)+I,q)+1 < (l-o)(Jl(Q(r)-I,k)+I)
_ r

$ r(l-O)(Jl(Q(ri-J),k)+I) = hk(r1-O)

for large r with J = J(k) and q = q(k).
Hence we can find an increasing function Pk(r) > 1 and e = e(k) such that
with Yk(r) = rPk(r) we have gq(r) $ Yk(r 1- e ) and Yk(r) $ hk(r 1- e ) for large r.
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Let an be the nth characteristic number (cf. [16, 8.3.2]) of the imbedding
HB ~ Ho· We put an,k = y;I(1/a n), where for an increasing function Y we
define s = y-I(t) by y(s-)::; t::; y(s+) , and obtain with a = (an,k):
1.5. Theorem. There are linear maps S: F ~ A?(a) and T: A?(a) ~ E such
that A = To S, imS is dense in A,2(a),· T is injective on imS, and

for k ~ % with suitable constants Ck .
Proof. We apply the spectral theorem (see [16,8.3.1]) to the compact imbedding
HB ~ Ho and obtain orthonormal systems (b n) in HB and (I,,) in Ho such
that
00

n=O
for every x E H B , where the series converges in Ho. (b n) is complete.
For x E HB we put xn = (x, 1,,)0 and
00

Ixl~ = La~,klxi·

n=O
The series converges, since an, k ::; 1/ an and

for all x E H B • Ilk is a norm since (b n ) is complete in H B
For these norms we have

2

Ixlk ::;

-I

h

::; r

2

(1)2
am

2

(

2 2

m

-I (

~ IXnl + am+1Yk
r)2

Ilxlio + Yk(r)

1 )2

am +1

00

•

1 2

n~1 a~ IXnl

2

IlxIIB

for large r and choosing m such that l/a m ::; Yk(r) ::; l/a m+1 . We have used
that y-I(r)/r is decreasing. Using suitable C~ we obtain

Ixlk ::;
for all x E HB and r> O.
For x E Vq = {x E H B : Ixl q
1/am + l , we have
m

m

C~ (rllxllo + Yk~r) IIXIIB)
::;

1

I}, large r, and m such that 1/am ::; Yk(r) ::;

e= Lxnfn =L a xnbn EHB ,
k=O

k=O n

200
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and obtain

Again we used that y;l(r)/r is decreasing. We proved for all r > 0 with
suitable

C;:

r
VqC C'q (~v.:
r 0+ Yir ) B) .

From Lemmas 1.4 (set h(r) = r- e ) and 1.3 we obtain
IIA2xllk ::; Dklxlk

for all x E HB and k
q = q(k) , (then q ~ %)
for all x E HB

> qo' and with suitable constants D k

•

Also, with

n imA I ' hence
IAIXlk ::; Dkllxllq

for all x E A~I(HB) which is dense in F (by 1.3(4)).
We denote HB equipped with the norms Ilk by G and its completion by G.
G can be identified with {x E Ho: (xn)n E A,2(a)}. Since Al maps A~I(HB)
continuously into G, it maps F into H n G. A2 can be extended into a
continuous linear map .42: G. . . . E. Clearly A = .42 0 Al and A~ is injective
on H n G::> imAI . Since HB n imA I is dense in H B , hence in G, imAI is
dense in G.
By x ~ (xn)n we identify G with A,2(a) and obtain from Al (resp. .42)
maps S (resp. T) with the desired properties.
Remark. If we put en
Sx = (tJJn(x))n ' then

=

A 2(fn)

Ax =

=

T«lSj,n)) and tJJn(x)

L tJJn(x)en
n

=

(Alx,f,,)o' i.e.,

for all x E F.

Hence every ~ E imA can be expanded into a series ~ = En ~nen. If there is
an estimate IIxllo::; CoIIA2Xlik for some ko' then the coefficients are uniquely
o
determined and therefore im A has a basis.
In the most important cases either A2 or Al is identity (after our standardization of a quotient map), i.e., E or F is properly hilbertizable. We formulate
the above remark for the first case.
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Corollary. If A2 is an isomorphism, then imA has a basis.

If A is surjective, then certainly A2 is an isomorphism, and we obtain

1.7. Theorem. If A is surjective and GkUr(k)

C

AUk forsuitable

Gk

>0

andall

k, then T: A?(a) -+ E is an isomorphism with IITxllk :::; Cklxlk and IT- I Xlk :::;
Ckllxllq(r(k))/Gk for r(k) ;::: %' where the Dk are the constants from Theorem
1.5.
Proof. The inclusion I: G ~ H can be written as A~I o(A2IG) and is therefore
continuous. Hence G cHand, since A21&' is also surjective, even G = H.
Therefore T is a topological isomorphism. The rest follows from 1.5.

Finally we want to look at special forms of gk and hk and the isomorphic
type of A?(a). In many cases we have p,(K, k) + 1 = p,o(K)/p,(k) for certain
increasing functions p,o(·) and p,(.) . Then for large r with 0 = o(k), assuming
p,(k) ;::: 1 , we obtain
v(Q(r)+I,q)+1 < (I-J)(J.I(Q(r)-I, k)+I)
()
gk r = r
:::; r

_ r
(I_J)(J.I(Q(r(l-J)/I'(k») k)+I)

' = (r

(I-J)(J.lo(Q(ri-d))/J.I(k))
<
_r

(I-J)/J.I(k)

)

J.I

0

(Q(r(l-J)/I'(k»)

_ h ( 1-15)
- kr
.

Therefore, with y(r) = rJ.lo(Q(r)) and p(k) = 2p,(k)/(2 - o(k)) we can choose
= y(rl/p(k)) for large r.
Similarly we get the same form of h(r) with y(r) = r vo (Q(r)+2) and p(k) =
(l-o(k)/2)v(q(k)) if we assume v(Q, q)+ 1 = vo(Q)/v(q) for some increasing
functions vo(·) and v(·).
In both cases we get A?(a) = A!(a) with an = 10gy-I(1/an ) and p =
Yk(r)

sUPk p(k), and for the canonical norms lit in A!(a) we have
ISxlp(k) :::; Ckllxllq(k) '

IITxllk :::; Cklxlp(k)

for the maps S, T of Theorem 1.5.
2

In this section we assume that E is a nuclear (DN)-space in standard form,
i.e., E is nuclear and a fundamental system of norms II 110 :::; II III :::; . .. is given
such that, with suitable constants Ck ,
2

II Ilk :::; Ckll Ilk-III 1Ik+'
for all kEN. We may assume C k = 1 for all k.
Lemma. There exist p and a system of scalar products ( , ) k such that,
with Ixl~ = (x, x) k and certain constants D k , we have

2.1.

II Ilk :::; I Ik :::; Dk II

lIk+p

for all kEN.
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Proof. The assumption can be written as

+ ~llllk+l)

II Ilk :::; ~(rllllk_1

for all r > 0,

which is equivalent to
Bk C ~(rBk_1

+ ~Bk+I)

for all r> 0,

with Bk = {y E £': IIYII~ :::; I} .
This follows from the bipolar theorem (see [17, p. 126]) since for x E £ the
norms on both sides of the inequality are the suprema of x, considered as a
function on £' , over the sets on the respective sides of the set inclusion.
For Fe £' and d > d(Bk_ 1 ' Bk+1 ; F) we obtain

+ ~)Bk+1 + F

Bk C ~(rd

for all r > 0,

hence taking the infima over the d's and r's
2

d(Bk' B k+1; F) :::; d(Bk _ 1' B k+1 ; F)
:::; d(B k_ 1 ' B k ; F)d(Bk' Bk+1 ; F).

Cancelling equal terms on both sides and taking inf over all subspaces F with
dimF:::; n we have
dn(Bk' B k+ l )

:::;

dn(Bk _ 1 ,Bk ) for all k and n.

We choose p such that dn(Bo, Bp) = O(n- 3 ) and apply the previous construction to the norm system (1111,p)'. We obtain that dn(B,p' B(l+I)p) = O(n- 3 )
for all I, hence dn(Bk' Bk+2p) :::; dn(B,p' B(l+I)p) = O(n- 3 ) for all k (where
I = [kip] + 1).
By [23] there is a Hilbert ball Bk and a constant Ck for each k such that
Bk C Bk C CkBk+2p· Setting I Ik = sup{ly(x)l; y E B k } gives the result (with
2p instead of p).
We assume that F is an (Q)-space in standard form, i.e., there is given a
fundamental system of seminorms such that, with suitable constants D k ,
*

*2

*

II Ilk :::; Dk II Ilk-III 11k+1

for all kEN.

Let A: F --+ £ be a continuous linear map with IIAxllk :::; Ckllxlla(k) for all
k. Then we can apply the theory of §1 to £, H = £ , equipped with the norms
Ilk of Lemma 2.1, and to F equipped with the seminorms C~lllla(k+p)' C~ a
suitable constant, p as in Lemma 2.1.
We have
f.l(K, k)

K

+ 1 = k'

v(Q, q)

+1=

a(Q + p) - a(p)
a(q + p) - a(p)

and it can easily be seen that condition (r) means: limQsupa(Q)/Q < +00.
Therefore we can restrict our attention to maps A with a(k) = ak + b, i.e., to
linear tame maps. In this case v(Q, p) + 1 = Qlq and we obtain condition (r)
with q(k) = k + 1.
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From Corollary 1.6 we immediately obtain
2.2. Theorem. If E is a nuclear (DN)-space in standard form, and F a separable (o.)-space in standard form, then the range of any linear tame map has a
basis.
This applies in particular to linear-tame operators in nuclear power series
spaces of infinite type. In this case a direct proof is given in [5].
More detailed information can easily be obtained by evaluations the data in
Theorem 1.5. We do this in the case where A is even surjective. In this case
separability is not a restriction on F, since we may replace F by F / ker A
with the quotient norms, which is separable since it is isomorphic to E.
The function p(k) at the end of §1 can be chosen such that k ~ p(k) ~ k+ 1
for all k. Hence we obtain, with the canonical norms lit on A~(a),
ISxl k ~ Ckllxlla(k+p+I)+b'
IITxllk ~ Cklxlk+1
and, using the notation of Theorem 1.7, we have
-I
Ck
IT xlk ~ ellxlla(r(k)+p+I)+b·

Assuming r(k) = a'k + b, we obtain

k

2.3. Theorem. Let E be a nuclear (DN)-space in standard form, and F an
(o.)-space in standard form, where F ~ E ---- 0 is tame (resp. linear-tame)
exact. Then E is tamely (resp. linearly-tamely) equivalent to a power series
space Aoo(a).
Again this applies to tame (resp. linear-tame) operators in a power series
space of infinite type (cf. [5] and, for a projection which includes tameness
estimates, [23]). In particular the range of any tame (r~sp. linear-tame) projection in a space Aoo(a) is tamely (resp. linear-tamely) equivalent to a power
series space.
An interesting special case of 2.3. is
2.4. Corollary. Every nuclear E which is tame in the sense of Hamilton [6]
or belongs to the category 2' of Sergeraert [18] is tamely equivalent to a power
series space Aoo (a) .
Proof. In the Sergeraert case we may take q = id, since E is a (DN)-space in
standard form and an (o.)-space in standard form. For the (DN) case see [18,
Theorem 2.2.2], and for the (0.) case use the same argument, applied to S~.
In the Hamilton case E is tamely equivalent to a subspace of a space I:.(B)
(see [6]), hence to a (DN)-space in standard form Eo. Moreover we have a
tame exact sequence I:.(B) !!.... Eo ---- O.
3

In this section we continue and extend the last example. Let E be a nuclear
graded Frechet space admitting a family (S19)t9>o of smoothing operators, i.e.,
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continuous linear operators such that, with suitable constants Ck

m'

IISoxilk ::; Ck,mt/+p-mllxllm

for all m < k

+ p,

$ > 0, x E E,

Ilxllm

for all m 2: k

+ p,

$

IIx - Soxll k ::; Ck,m19

k+p-m

> 0, x

E E.

This is a family of smoothing operators in the sense of [14]. It is easily seen that
this class of graded Frechet spaces includes both classes considered in Corollary
2.4.
We introduce the norms IIxll; = Dkllxllep on E. Then we have

IISoxll; ::; Ck192kPllxll;_1 '
II id -Soxll; ::; Ck19-2kPllxll;+1
for all k and $ 2: 1. Therefore
,

1

Ilxlik ::; Ck(rllxll k_ 1 + .,llxll k+l )
~

~

~

for all r 2: 1, and even (by proper choice of C~) for all r > o. Hence E,
equipped with the norms 1111; , is a (DN)-space in standard form.
According to Lemma 2.1, assuming p chosen large enough and by proper
choice of D k , there are scalar products ( , )k on E such that with Ixl~ =
(x, x)k we have
IIxll; ::; Ixlk ::; Ilxll;+I·
We apply §1 to the identity maps between F = (E, 1111;+1)' H = (E, Ilk)'
and E = (E, II II;). Conditions (a) and (w) are satisfied with

K2

J.l(K, k) + 1 = k2 + 1 '
2 2
+ 1)2
p + p - (q + 1) p
1 _ Q + 2Q
2
+ - 2
•
(q + 1) p - 2p
q + 2q - 1
with q = q(k) such that k 2 + 1 < l + 2q -

_ (Q

v (Q ,q ) + 1 -

Hence (r) is fulfilled
1. We
may choose q(k) = k for k = 2, 3, .. :.
The p(k) at the end of §1 can be chosen such that
+ 1 < p(k) < k 2 + 2.
We choose (different from §1) an = p-llogy-I(I/an). From Theorem 1.5 we
obtain linear maps S: E --+ A~ (a) and T: A~ (a) --+ E such that

e

ISxl(k 2+I)p ::; Ckllxll(k+I)2p'
IITxllk2p ::; Cklxl(e+2)p'

where lit denotes the canonical norms in Aoo(a) and II Ilk denotes the original
norms in E.
We denote Lemma 1.4 on interpolation first to S: E --+ A~(a) with respect
to the norms I Ip ::; I Ik ::; I I(K2+I)p (for p < k and large K) on A~(a) and

II lip ::; II

IIq ::;

II II(K+I)2p

on E, with lfI(r) = r!l+I, rp(r) = rl/+I, J.l + 1 =
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((K2 + l)p - p)/(k - p), 11 + 1 = (K + 1)2p/(q - 2p), and q = k + P + 1. It
yields a constant Dk such that ISxl k ~ Dkllxllk+p+1 for all x E E.
Next we apply Lemma 1.4 to T: A~(a) -+ E with respect to the norms
11110 ~ II Ilk ~ IIIIK2p (for 0 < k and large K) on E and lip ~ Ilq ~ II(K2+2)p on
A~(a) with VI, rp as above, tHI = K 2p/(k+p) , 11+1 = ((K2+2)p-p)/(q-p) ,
and q = k + 2p + 1 .
We obtain

3.1. Theorem. A nuclear graded Prechet space admitting a family of smoothing
operators (as defined in the beginning of this section) is tamely isomorphic to a
power series space of infinite type.
This clearly contains the result of Corollary 2.4. It should also be remarked
that we needed only that
IIxlik ~ C(19k+P-mllxllm + 19k+P- K llxIlK) '
U c C(19 m+p- q U + 19 Q +p- q U )
q

for m < k

+ p < K (resp. m < q -

C = Cm,q,Q)'

m

p

Q

< Q), 19 > 0, and C

= C m k K (resp.

' ,

If the norms II Ilk are already given by scalar products, we can take E =
H = P and Al = A2 = id, and have (a) with ,Ll(K, k) + 1 = K/(k + p), (w)
with ,Ll(Q, q) + 1 = Q/(q - p), and (T) with q(k) = q + 2p + 1. In this case
we only need that E is a Schwartz space.
4

We show now that the results of §1 also include cases which are connected
with finite type power series spaces. In particular they contain and improve [21,
Satz 1.1], which is crucial for the structure theory of nuclear power series spaces
of finite type. Therefore they also contain the results of Mityagin-Henkin [13,
Theorem 1.1] (cf. Mityagin [12]) and Mityagin [11].
The following properties (DN) and (0) characterize in the (strongly) nuclear case the subspaces and the quotient spaces of power series spaces of finite
type (see [4, 20, 21, 25, 26]). E denotes a Frt!chet space with a fundamental
system II 110 ~ II III ~ . .. of seminorms.
(DN) There exists p such that for every k there are K, ,Ll > 0 and M> 0
such that for all x E E

(0) For every p there exists q such that for all Q we have D > 0 such
that for all y E E'
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It is easy to see that both properties are independent of the fundamental
system of seminorms and that (Q) is equivalent to the following conditions:

Vp, v > 0 3q VQ 3D > 0 Vy E E' }
3v

> 0 Vp

3q VQ 3D

> 0 Vy E E'

II II*l+v < DII II*vll 11*
Y

q

-

Y

p

Y Q'

E is called hilbertizable if it admits a fundamental system of seminorms defined
by semiscalar products.

4.1. Theorem. If E is a hilbertizable Schwartz space with properties (DN) and
(Q) then E =:: A~(a) for suitable a.

Proof. Since (DN) and (0) are independent of the fundamental system of
seminorms, we may assume that II Ilk is defined by a semiscalar product. Moreover, we may assume that p = 0 in the definition of (DN). We apply §1 to
E = H = F. Then (DN) gives (a) and (Q) gives (co). The first of the
equivalent forms of (Q) implies that limq sUPQ vo(Q, q) = O. This shows
(r). Hence Theorem 1.7 tells us that E =:: A?(a) and Wagner [26] tells us that
A,2(a) =:: A~(a) .
The latter also follows by proper choice of Yk' Assuming E is not Banach,
setting Pq = (1 + q)(suPQ vo(Q, q) + l)/q, and choosing q = q(k) such that
Pq < k(llo(Q, k) + 1)/(1 + k), Q = Q(k) large enough, we may put Yk(r) =
rPq(k)

and obtain an,k = (l/a n)l /Pq(k). Hence with Pk = 1/ Pq(k) /' 1 and

an = -logan we have E =:: Ai(a) =:: A~(a).
The previous theorem generalizes Theorem 1.1 in [21] and leads to a structure
theory of power series spaces of finite type in nonnuclear cases (in analogy to
[21, §2]). This will be carried out elsewhere. It should also be remarked that
for hilbertizable E or F, one of them a Schwartz space such that E has
property (DN) and F has property (Q) (see [22]), q(k) in (r) can be chosen
independent of k . Hence in this case every continuous linear operator from F
to E is compact. However, the method of [22, §6] gives a better result.
5

We close this paper by briefly showing the consequences of §1 to endomorphisms of power series spaces of infinite type. The results should be compared
with those in [5, 23]. The advantage is that we do not need nuclearity.
Let A be a linear map in A~(a) with IIAxllk ~ Ckllxllak+b' Then we may
argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and obtain the following theorem from
Corollary 1.6, Theorem 1.7, and the open mapping theorem (cf. [5]).
5.1. Theorem. The range of A has a basis. If the range is closed, then it is
isomorphic to a space A~(P).

In Theorem 2.3 we may replace the assumptions on E by the assumption
that it is closed subspace of A~(a). This leads in the case of a projection to
(cf. [5,23])
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5.2. Theorem. The range oj a tame (resp. linear tame) projection in A~ (a)
is tamely (resp. linear tamely) equivalent to a power space A~ (fi) .
It should be noticed that in the nuclear case A~ (a) is tamely equivalent to
Aoo(a) .
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